Aims and Scope:

Today’s knowledge management research and practice is disseminated through a wide range of publications. The community is rapidly evolving. Knowledge Management Research & Practice provides a single focus – an outlet for high-quality, peer-reviewed articles on all aspects of managing knowledge, organizational learning, intellectual capital and knowledge economics. The journal has a particular emphasis on cross-disciplinary approaches, and on the mixing of “hard” (e.g. technological) and “soft” (e.g. cultural or motivational) issues. This cross-disciplinary focus enables articles in the journal to address other important tensions in the field of knowledge management, such as those between strategy and operations, people and technology, short-term and long-term needs and the organization and the individual.

Online Features:

• Complete online archive available back to 2003.
• Advance online publication - definitive, citable version of papers (complete with DOI) available online ahead of print.
• A subscription to the related Journal of the Operational Research Society (see page 46) includes a subscription to Knowledge Management Research & Practice and Journal of Simulation (see page 49). Knowledge Management Research & Practice is also available as a standalone journal.
• Knowledge Management Research & Practice is indexed and/or abstracted in: ABI/INFORM; Association of Business Schools (ABS) Academic Journal Quality Guide; Australian Business Deans’ Council (ABDC) Journal Quality List; Australian Research Council ERA Ranked Journals List; International Abstracts in Operations Research/IAOR Online; SCOPUS; Social Sciences Citation Index®.
• Knowledge Research Management & Practice is included in Palgrave Open which offers authors of accepted papers the option to publish their articles with immediate open access upon publication. See page 53. Palgrave Open articles published to date:
  - Collaborating across institutional and jurisdictional boundaries: Enabling the emergence of a national innovation system through public knowledge management
  - Gestalt principles of creating learning business ontologies for knowledge codification
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Users also benefit from all the online features outlined on page 3